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EPDM ROOF RECYCLING
by George Evanko

Recycling of EPDM has reached a significant milestone.
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to the recycling center. This will make loading of the material onto the truck a quick and
easy process.

BENEFITS
Given the increased emphasis on “green
building” and environmental responsibility,
the growth of the EPDM recycling program
should not be a surprise. There is good reason for the roofing industry to face the
spotlight when it comes to recycling. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
estimates that 40% of total landfill waste
comes from the construction and demolition
debris – one quarter of which is generated
by roofing materials.
When combined with hot-button issues
such as the urban heat island effect, global
warming, and a decline in available landfill
space in some parts of the country, it is no
wonder a rising number of laws and regulations are requiring recycling in commercial
projects.
For example, the state of Wisconsin announced that all EPDM roofing membrane
and insulation removed from state building
must be recycled. The Denver Public School
System specifies that all materials removed
during reroofing projects be recycled. In addition, many cities now require that new
building construction and major renovations
achieve LEED® rating levels, and LEED®
points may be earned for waste diversion
and recycling.

Fortunately, many building owners and
managers have responded with an open attitude toward recycling (even when it may not
be mandatory). This effort is supported by
the fact that recycling now makes financial
sense. Based on the experience of the participants in ERA’s recycling project, in more
than 80% of the cases, recycling EPDM is a
less expensive option than disposal.
In addition, some contractors have found
that recycling EPDM membrane, along with
the insulation, offered a 30% cost savings
compared to traditional disposal

NEXT STEPS
The continuing challenge is to make the
recycling process available on an even wider
scale and within reasonable expectations of
cost efficiency to create a viable, ongoing recycling network. Several facts make it clear
this goal is plausible.
Evidence indicates that recycling is a viable option for many projects of more than
250 to 300 squares. With more than 20 billion sq ft. installed on more than 500,000
warrantied roof installations, there is obviously a large amount of EPDM that can be
recycled in the future, as this durable material finally reaches the end of its usefulness
on a rooftop. The existing recycling infrastructure has already simplified the process
and made it economically viable for roofing
contractors and building owners.
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